We present a model based on our favourite gauge group which we call Anti-GUT and which in its extended form to be applied for neutrinos in the see-saw picture consists in that we have for each family separately a set of gauge fields as in the Standard Model plus a gauged (B − L)-charge. It may function as a concrete model manifestation of the type of model suggested by some general statistical considerations as to what a mass matrix model is to be to match naturally the rough features of the spectrum and the baryon asymmetry so nicely obtained in see-saw models along the Fukugita-Yanagida scheme.
Introduction
Through several years we have developed a specific model [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] for at first the charged particle mass spectrum and mixing angles, but later in various ways we have attempted to extend it to neutrino mass matrices and mixing too [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . The model we have arrived to through various prejudices -originally starting with some statistical mass matrices [19] [20] [21] [22] We have made our prejudices especially for the idea of explaining the smallness of the three fine structure constants [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] by letting the Standard Model Gauge Group (SM G) occur as a diagonal subgroup of one with the SM G assigned to each family separately, SM G = SU (3) × SU (2) × U (1) = S (U (3) × U (2)) .
(
It is this as diagonal subgroup embedding of the Standard Model group which we call the Anti-GUT model or better extended Anti-GUT gauge group if the third power of the Standard Model is extended with a gauged (B −L)-charge for each family separate, too. For us the history of the diagonal subgroup embedding originated from an idea called "confusion" [29] [30] [31] [32] , but an SU (5) 3 were independently considered by Rajpoot [33] .
Our model may be characterised by stating that the gauge group which we postulate under a few restricting rather reasonable assumptions is the biggest allowed gauge group acting nontrivially on the known 45 fermions -counted as Weyl particles -of the Standard Model plus three right-handed neutrinos (which are to be used as the see-saw neutrinos). The requirement that it should act non-trivially on these 45 + 3 = 48 Weyl fermions means that our extended Anti-GUT group is a subgroup, by assumption, of the group of all unitary transformations U (48) of these 48 Weyl fermions into each other. We could say that in stead of attempting to make a model for the true gauge group G beyond the Standard Model we take the attitude that it is already by far sufficiently ambitious to attempt to guess the true gauge group with the subgroup H of it not transforming any of the mentioned 48 Weyl fermions but trivially divided out, G/H. The least reasonable of the restrictions imposed is that we assume there to be NO unification in the sense that we require that the irreducible representations of the group G/H of our model, Anti-GUT, should not unify any irreducible representations of the SM G proper. This assumption has a weak justification if you say that we want to assume only small representations so that for instance the 45-dimensional representation of GUT-SU (5) is argued not to be likely to be the truth. The possibility for unifying irreducible representations of the Standard Model -what we wanted to assume not to happen -namely would imply SU (5) unification, may be not the full SU (5) GUT but for instance an SU (5) just for one single family. If it were for the third family this would predict the at unification scale degeneracy of the τ -lepton and the bottom quark masses, and that would indeed be a relatively good prediction, although even for this prediction some correction from SUSY or other ways might be needed to fix it to work perfectly. The problem with the Grand Unification predictions is that they have rather small corrections to fit with and therefore really have to work well in order for a model with unification of quark and lepton irreducible representations like in SU (5)-GUT to agree with the experimental masses. That is why the after our opinion embarrassingly big representation 45 of SU (5) constitutes a trouble for the GUT and so there can be a point in avoiding unification, which was our most unreasonable assumption.
What we consider a more reasonable assumption is that there shall be anomaly cancellations both for mixed anomalies -the ones involving also coupling to gravitons -and for gauge anoma-lies without using Green-Schwartz mechanism [34] . One can at least say that in the cancellation of gauge anomalies in the pure Standard Model there is no need for other terms than the ones from the Weyl fermions, so one can at least say that the Standard Model itself does the job without any Green-Schwartz mechanism.
But the real assumption important for our model is that the group should be maximal inside the U (48). It is thus quite important if one could make some estimate of how many gauge group generators there should be in the theory behind the Standard Model. It is a slightly new part of the present talk to point out two possibilities for making such an estimate:
• We can look for how much the general scale of quark and lepton masses is suppressed relatively to the weak scale compared to the spread in these masses.
• We could extract a similar parameter from the baryon asymmetry fitting in the see-saw neutrino scheme.
In the next section and section three we shall associate this ratio of the width of the peak to the average distance and thereby the effective number of -taken as abelian -mass protecting charge species partly by making statistics on the mass spectra partly by use of baryon asymmetry. Then in the fourth section we present our specific model, especially being specific w.r.t. the quantum number assignments to the various Higgs fields used to break down our favourite Anti-GUT gauge group to the Standard Model group. In the fifth section we point out how our model manage to obtain a good fit to neutrino oscillation fitted masses and mixing angles for the neutrinos. In the sixth section we describe the relation of our model to SUSY, we have no SUSY, but it is only a couple of points that makes this point in our model needed. In section seven we present how the relation of the quantum numbers and the anomaly cancellations makes number of independent quantum number types appreciably less than the full number of quantum number types. Finally in section eight we conclude that we have a model that fits both baryogenesis and the mass and mixing spectra very well and that it is suggested to have a number of effective mass protecting charges not totally different from the rather high number in our model.
Estimating the effective number of mass suppressing charges
In our model is the assumption that the order of magnitude of the various matrix elements in the mass matrices in the proto-flavour basis are given by suppression factors from the Higgs fields needed to be used in order to provided the quantum number transition between the quantum numbers of the right-and the left-handed Weyl components connected with the matrix element in question. For, for instance, the quarks or the charged leptons one first of all need to have the transition of the quantum numbers associated with the Standard Model -the weak hypercharge and the weak isospin. This is what is achieved by use of the Weinberg-Salam Higgs field. In our model we have to assign this effect to a Weinberg-Salam Higgs field having not only the usual quantum numbers but also some quantum number assignment under the full gauge group proposed in our case the Anti-GUT model. But in general the quantum numbers of the modelWeinberg-Salam-Higgs field is not sufficient to provide most of the quantum number transitions needed to provide the matrix elements to be non-zero. We therefore need a series of Higgs fields, which we have given names: W , T , ξ, χ and S. These fields having nonzero expectation values have to be assigned though such quantum numbers of course that they do not break the subgroup of the Anti-GUT group supposed to survive being identified with the Standard Model Group.
In general a matrix element will need several of these Higgs fields in order to be nonzero, the more they need the smaller a given matrix element will be and the smaller the mass getting its main contribution from that element.
Even if one does not want to trust a special model, even if well fitting, one could try to ask the statistical question: Is it likely if we want to fit with a model of this type that we shall have very few quantum numbers effectively working to make the suppressions of the matrix elements or is it better to have rather many such quantum numbers?
We shall here seek to give phenomenologically an estimate of the effective number of "statistically independent" such quantum numbers (thinking of them for simplicity as abelian quantum numbers).
Very crudely we might assume that the matrix elements get suppressed by a factor that is given as the exponential of a distance in the space of quantum numbers -provided with an appropriate metric for this purpose -between the quantum numbers of the right-handed to those of the left-handed counted in a "space of quantum numbers".
Depending on the number of dimensions n in this "space of quantum numbers" the width of the peak of the distance distribution relative to the average distance is estimated -using for being able to get a quite definite number the assumption that the distribution of the quantum number combinations is an n-dimensional Gaussian distribution around the origo -to be:
Parameters of the Baryon Asymmetry Calculation
It is one of the remarkable somewhat mysterious features of the system of parameter values in the Standard Model -and thus a reason for going beyond it -that Yukawa couplings are in general rather small numbers of actually quite varying orders of magnitudes. Indeed the Yukawa couplings found were so much less than unity that when at the end it was found that the topquark Yukawa coupling was of order unity it came as a surprise, most of us having expected a lighter top quark. This means that the majority of quark and charged lepton masses are indeed, on a logarithmic scale say, distributed around a central value corresponding to smaller masses than the top-mass which has a weak scale mass (because of its Yukawa coupling being of order unity, actually surprising close to just unity [35] ).
The simplest way to make a quantitative estimate of how much the general suppression is to use the average charged lepton and quark mass logarithms compared to the mass scale given by the weak interactions, which can be taken to be the mass scale for a quark or charged lepton in the Standard Model having unit Yukawa coupling, i.e. compared to the top-quark mass. In the same scheme we may study the average spread of the charge lepton and quark mass logarithms, the latter being mostly dominated by the spread between the three families. The parameter that should now tell us about the effective number of mass protecting -counted as abeliancharges is the ratio of this spread to the suppression average of the logarithms of masses in the weak interaction unit. In the philosophy that the Yukawa couplings are really running couplings with say the Planck scale or some unifying scale close to the latter as the most "fundamental" one, we use for our estimated a factor 3.5 increase of the charged lepton masses together with the quark masses referred to a scale at which to define the Yukawa couplings of 1 GeV. This is namely supposed to correspond to comparing the Yukawa couplings at the Planck scale.
The logarithmically averaged masses for the three families of particles corrected this way are exp ln m 1 = 4.0 MeV (1.14 MeV as lepton) (4) exp ln m 2 = 469 MeV (133 MeV as lepton) (5) exp ln m 3 = 19 GeV (5.5 GeV as lepton) ,
where the lower indices (i = 1, 2, 3) denote family numbers. The logarithmic average for the whole set of all the nine charged quarks and leptons is exp ln m total = 320 MeV (94 MeV as lepton) .
The root mean square spread of the logarithms of the family average masses is estimated asremembering to divide only by 2 rather than 3 -
corresponding to a one standard deviation spread in the family averages of exp √ 18 = a factor 70. To get the full mean square spread we should add to the 18 the mean square "fluctuation" inside the families. By far the biggest intra family mean square fluctuation comes from the third family and is 7. 5 , the rest is about 2. 5 . So the root mean square spread in the logarithm for the charged quark and leptons is √ 28 = 5. 2 , corresponding to a factor exp(5. 2 ) = 200.
On the other hand the logarithmic average 320 MeV is about a factor 560 under the weak scale mass corresponding to 6. 3 for the logarithm. The ratio of this 6. 3 to the 5. 2 equal to 1.2 is a measure for how much the masses are suppressed generally compared to their spread. From this one it should be possible -with some corrections though -to extract an estimate of the effective number of "independently assigned" approximately conserved charges needed to suppress the masses.
One correction consists in that the matrix elements most likely to give the masses -which were the ones on which we just made statistics -are relatively big because they otherwise tend to be dominated out, so that we must estimate that the average over the matrix elements in the mass matrices must be significantly more suppressed than the masses. With the masses making up half the number of matrix elements one may estimate this increase in the numerical suppression logarithm for the matrix elements relative to the masses to be 1/ √ π = 0.56 times the width of the distribution, that itself will be the same for the masses and the matrix elements in general. If the mass matrices are not symmetric as for neutrinos there are rather three times as many general matrix elements as masses and we may estimate to use 0.8 rather than the .56.
We end up estimating that the inverse of the quantity (2,3) shall be
This means that if we use (3) we estimate that the number of statistically independently used (as if abelian) charge types in a model aiming at the experimental spectrum should be n = 2.0 2 − 1 = 3 (or 2.2 5 2 + 1 = 6 as leptons) (11) but using the more accurate (2) we rather get n = 2.2 (or 2.7 as leptons) (12) so that one can be a bit surprised almost that our model [12] [13] [14] in which only four abelian U (1)'s play the role of importance for charged spectra should fit well. The ideal model should only have about 2.2 types of charges important. It should in this connection then be remarked that because we have one Higgs field, namely S, with expectation value of order unity, we have really missed one charge type effectively for that reason. So we have 4 − 1 = 3 effective charges; that agrees with the estimate. But a lot of our charges are really not "effective" in the suppression: The non-abelian ones follow the abelian ones and are not independent, and the U (1) B−L,i charges were not needed.
Baryogenesis CP violating parameter
A second way to estimate very much the same parameter is the CP -violating parameter ǫ that gives the relative excess production of lepton number for the CP violation in the decay of the right-handed neutrino functioning as a see-saw neutrino
where
W S ) are the N R decay rates (in the N R rest frame), summed over the neutral and charged leptons (and Weinberg-Salam Higgs fields) which appear as final states in the N R decays.
Since such CP -violation parameters are in the scheme of lepton violation caused baryon asymmetry in the early universe (Fukugita-Yanagida scheme [36] ) the important factor in obtaining the baryon number to entropy ratio they are phenomenologically accessible. The reason that we claim it is so similar -in a statistical way -to the just mentioned spread to overall suppression ratio (in the log of the masses) is seen from the expression in terms of Yukawa couplings or essentially equivalently the Dirac mass matrix for neutrinos, which is proportional to the couplings of the right-handed (= see-saw) neutrinos [37, 38] to the left-handed (= in practice observed) neutrinos [39] [40] [41] [42] 
where f comes from the one-loop vertex contribution and g comes from the self-energy contribution, which can be calculated in perturbation theory only for differences between Majorana neutrino masses which are sufficiently large compared to its decay widths, i.e. the mass splittings satisfy the condition,
It is namely easily seen that the lower the overall size of the Yukawa couplings the smaller will be the CP -violating parameter ǫ. So by seeking to extract ǫ phenomenologically we obtain a knowledge about the Dirac mass matrix for the neutrinos much similar to what we get from the mass suppression compared to the weak scale for the charged particle mass matrices.
One might attempt to make a statistical estimation of the relation of the spread ratio and the ǫ-order of magnitude by statistical assumptions, but it is presumably better to use an in the details concrete model that fits and is of the type we imagine, i.e. a model in which it is assumed that all couplings are fundamentally of order unity and only because of approximately conserved quantum numbers that need some Higgs field vacuum expectation values (which may be very small) for their breaking there can appear small numbers in the model at all.
Baryogenesis via lepton number violation
The physics of the baryon excess creation in big bang via the lepton number violation runs in the following way [43] :
In the models like ours having see-saw neutrinos we get at first an excess of B − L which is conserved -in the Standard Model even at temperatures so high that sphalerons [44] [45] [46] allows violation of baryon number B and Lepton number L -as an "accidental" symmetry.
As the temperature during big bang falls and passes the order of magnitudes of the three see-saw neutrino masses they one after the other gets out-of-equilibrium by being more copious than they should be in equilibrium. The excess decays in a way that violates CP a little amount given by the parameter ǫ and thereby leaves an over abundance of -actually at first a lepton number under abundance -of (B − L)-charge. As finally temperatures get so low that the see-saw neutrinos get out of significance -even virtually -the amount of (B − L) gets logged in and cannot change anymore.
There is a significant dilution or wash out of the (B − L)-quantum number arising from the two lightest of the three see-saw neutrinos it turns out in our model because their life times are short compared to the Hubble times at their time of going out-of-equilibrium.
One could now fear that the breaking of (B − L)-conservation caused by two light see-saw neutrinos could also make dilution or disappear the (B − L) amount produced by the heaviest see-saw neutrino. Luckily for the success of our model, however, it can be argued that the super-position of flavours of the leptons (at first left-handed) produced by the decays of the heaviest see-saw neutrinos are quantum mechanically orthogonal to those super-positions which can be diluted by means of the lighter see-saws. Thus it is really as if there were three different (B − L)-quantum numbers separately conserved. Only after 2-by-2 scatterings using t t φ W S coupling become important there is any charge of converting the one flavour (B − L) into the other one.
Thus the separate see-saw neutrinos can only dilute their own decay products. Since in our model the heaviest see-saw neutrino turns out to have life time accidental very close order of magnitude-wise to the Hubble time scale at its going out-of-equilibrium time, the wash out or dilution of the decay products from this heaviest see-saw neutrino is not so significant. Thus to very crudest approximation the (B −L)-asymmetry is simply obtained as the number of heaviest flavour see-saw neutrinos multiplied by ǫ. Because of the equilibrium under conversion of −1 lepton +1 baryon, it will be B ∼ (B − L)/3 [47, 48] .
Our Model and fitting
Our Anti-GUT model -extended as well as original -is of the type mentioned in the end of subsection 3.1 as far as a basic assumption in it is that at the fundamental scale taken to be the Planck scale all couplings are of order unity and really are in the calculations which we perform treated as random numbers of order unity. Then we let the results be calculated time after time using these random numbers -i.e. random coupling constants -fluctuating around zero in the complex plane with numerical values fluctuating around unity and at the end we average over the many random number combinations and typically we take a logarithmic average of the quantity which we want to compute. That is to say that all the suppressions of the Yukawa couplings from the a priori unity order of magnitude need some mass protecting quantum numbers that are different on the right-and left-handed Weyl components in such a way that it is not just taken up by the Weinberg-Salam Higgs field but needs to interact with yet another Higgs field to get rid of the charge in question, or typically several because that is how we get often very big suppressions.
The model which we present via the table and the statement that we have the 39 = 3 · 13 = 3 · (12 + 1) gauge fields corresponding to the gauge group
, and i denotes the generation, is of course rather arbitrary, at least in as far as the quantum numbers for the Higgs fields in the table are gotten by seeking to the fit the mass spectra just.
Arguing for our model
You could, however seek to argue this way: Since we get as we shall see a very successful fit to really all the parameters in the Standard Model Fermion spectra and even to the Baryon asymmetry we could say that a model -namely our model -with the for our model so characteristic high number of gauge fields does fit well, especially it fits well the in foregoing section mentioned 2 quantities connected with the general suppression or smallness of the Yukawa couplings to the Weinberg-Salam Higgs field compared say to the spread the strength of these couplings. But that then means the information that there shall be a high number of effective mass protecting approximately conserved quantum numbers in a model that naturally should fit the statistical features of the mass spectra and the baryon number in the Universe. But then we can switch on to the characterisation of our gauge group as the one with the maximal number of dimensions still obeying the in the introduction mentioned assumptions.
In addition to the gauge and Higgs and Fermion fields which we have explicitly mentioned via the gauge group and the table it is meant in our model that once you ask for particles which have masses of the order of the "fundamental scale" (which we think of as the Planck scale) there are practically all the not mass protected particles you may ask for and they all couple with coupling constants of order unity. This is of course a slightly vague and a strong assumption, too, but it is much more likely to be true than any specific assumption about the physical fields or particles at the Planck scale. The in simplicity competing assumptions could be that there no Planck mass particles at all, or some string theory say. To the first proposal -no particles at all -we might answer that we need at least some intermediate fermions to establish effective Weinberg-Salam Higgs Yukawa couplings which in reality depends on and are proportional to some vacuum expectation value that can explain its smallness. So at least some such fermions are called for. To the second -the string theory -we might answer that in principle the superstring theories are practically looked upon not so far from our assumption "everything can be found at the fundamental scale, and with coupling unity". Indeed there are infinitely many string states and even the lowest levels are for practical purposes reasonably complicated and the attitude of treating them a bit like random couplings may not be so unattractive. Usually it is taken that there is a string coupling that is small, but that would for instance be based on the phenomenological equating of it with the gauge couplings experimentally accessible or it would some theoretical justification which might be somewhat analogous to our "only the vacuum expectation values are small" attitude if one takes the note that strictly speaking in superstring theories [49, 50] the string coupling is connected with the dilation expectation value in vacuum and thus is not really a fundamental coupling that is just input into the theory. Taking, however, for granted that the Standard Model gauge groups lie inside the full Anti-GUT model as diagonal subgroups -as would be suggested by the many gauge charge argument via our Gauge groupit is unavoidable that the gauge couplings for the family specific subgroups be of the order of a square root three stronger than the corresponding Standard Model and then they are not so small anymore if one think of the g notation rather than α-notation. In fact [23] [24] [25] we have long argued that these couplings could be fitted with phase transition couplings, and that would suggest that at the end they can be considered of order unity. That would mean that accepting the gauge group and the embedding of the Standard Model one in the way of our model, you would loose the phenomenological suggestion for the weak couplings at the fundamental scale, rather the "everything of order unity" hypothesis gets at least somewhat closer.
Although our model in principle has infinitely many parameters in the sense that there are practically infinitely many order one fields and couplings we get by our order of unity assumption and the rule of averaging with taking them as random numbers rid of these parameters and there remains only the vacuum expectation values of our seven Higgs fields from the table. This makes of course our model much more predictive, but the price is that we then always have these order unity factors which we do not really know and all our results can only be taken as order of magnitude predictions!
Certain technical points, predicting even the uncertainty
Let us mention that really the only order of magnitude predictions are not so enormously uncertain again or rather it is even possible to essentially predict the precise amount of this uncertainty! The point is that with the philosophy that at the Planck scale everything exists and has coupling unity there will for a large number of charges needed to be broken in general be many ways, many Feynman diagrams via which the transition can be achieved. To make as good an estimate of the mass matrix elements as possible inside our model assumptions [51] we have attempted to count these Feynman diagrams and used a philosophy of them contributing with random phases to make a random walk estimate of a correction for the number of ways a transition can go, and these corrections have been included in the fits. That there are in many cases rather many Feynman diagrams contributing to the same transition, i.e. the same mass matrix element say, means that as they have the same order of magnitude (because they violate the same quantum numbers) they add up to a number which has a Gaussian distribution according to the central limit theorem. This distribution is centered around zero -in the complex plane -and has a width given by the suppression factors and a factor given by the square root of the number of Feynman diagrams. These square root of the estimated number of Feynman diagram correction factors tend to be expressed in terms of factorials of the number of vacuum expectation values used and we therefore have sometimes called this correction "factorial correction". But now on general grounds the distribution became all the time practically a Gaussian one so that the logarithm is distributed just in the way a logarithm of such a Gaussian distribution is distributed and that means with a specific width of 0.64 = 64%. This is why we claim that even the uncertainty of the prediction from our type of model is predicted. If a quantity depends in a multiplicative way on several matrix elements of course these 64% fluctuation is increased by a factor that is the square root of the number of matrix elements multiplied (or divided) together.
Results
The development of our model w.r.t. quark and lepton masses went from first fitting the charged quark and lepton masses and mixing angles using as parameters the expectation values of the Higgs fields W , T , ξ, S and φ W S . There is some possibilities for playing with the quantum numbers in the model by adding to the other fields the quantum number combination (found in the table) of the field S, because this field gets an expectation value in the fitting that is very close to the fundamental scale so that there is really a strong violation of the conservation of this combination of quantum numbers. Because of this feature of our fit, the Higgs field S giving essentially no suppression, getting in an extra S field into a matrix element is only a small correction partly via the S factor partly via changing the "factorial" corrections mentioned in foregoing subsection. A typical fit to the charged masses and mixing angles is presented in table 2.
Since we use the Higgs field φ B−L to fit the overall scale of the see-saw neutrino masses and thereby the overall scale for the neutrino oscillations [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] we can genuinely only hope to predict the mass ratio of the two mass magnitudes involved in respectively the atmospheric neutrino oscillations ∆m 2 atm = 3.2 × 10 −3 eV 2 = 5 × 10 −2 eV and the solar one ∆m 2 ⊙ = 5 × 10 −6 eV 2 = 2 × 10 −3 eV, i.e. we can only hope to predict the ratio ∆m 2 atm /∆m 2 ⊙ = 1.5 × 10 −3 . Indeed our best fit turns out to give for this ratio the prediction 5.8 × 10 −3 , and that shall be considered a great success since our expected uncertainty is ±64% · √ 2 2 + 2 2 = 181% corresponding to uncertainty w.r.t. exp(1.81) = 5 to 1/ exp(1.81) = 0.2. With these theoretical uncertainty we get 
corresponding the experimental data:
5 The compensation removing much of neutrino hierarchy
Now we have a model one may ask how we solve in that model some of the strange features of the neutrino oscillation parameters:
For instance how does it come that the mass ratio of the two neutrino oscillation masses is relatively small compared to similar ratios in the charged mass matrices, namely a factor 10 to 30 in mass ratio compared to rather a factor 100 for the family spacing in the charged cases. And also this is really mysterious from the point of view of the models we have in mind: How can the two heaviest left-handed neutrinos have after all a hierarchical mass ratio even if only factor 10 to 30 when the atmospheric mixing angle which would suggestively be related to the two heaviest of the left-handed neutrinos is of order unity?
The answer in our model goes like this: Crudely there is a compensation between the propagator for the see-saw neutrinos and the factors coming from the Dirac mass matrix elements.
This compensation is a phenomenon that can very easily occur on general grounds, especially in a model version like the most successful pattern which we use, the φ B−L field has such quantum numbers that it is the matrix element number (3, 3) in the right-handed neutrino mass matrix which becomes the biggest one. Then namely as one goes away from the (3, 3) corner of this matrix the matrix elements of the right-handed mass matrix becomes smaller and smaller by factors corresponding to the successive need for more and more Higgs fields -actually ξ and χ -to transfer the excess charges into those of the (3, 3)-element in order to finally use the φ B−L . But now the Dirac matrix has it somewhat similarly also with (3, 3) matrix element dominating. It is even so that the extra charges to be gotten rid of when we compare matrix elements deviating by having exchanged one right-handed neutrino (Weyl) field by the next is the same whether one makes this comparison in the right-handed neutrino matrix or in the Dirac one. The right-handed neutrinos of course deviate in quantum numbers in the same way, whichever is the matrix we happen to consider. There therefore can just come in a compensation between the propagator and the Dirac mass matrix factors. The compensations suggested here indeed take place in the case of the comparison of matrix elements with the ν Rµ and the ν Re (concepts that can be assigned meaning in our model because we have the proto-families). This compensation then is one reason that we get the rather small hierarchy ratio for the neutrinos as compared to the charged fermions.
The large mixing angle for atmospheric neutrino mixing is in our model achieved not so 100% nicely by using the only for the neutrino oscillations really relevant Higgs field χ as a parameter just to fit this big mixing angle, it comes by taking it of the same order crudely as the already in the charged sector relevant Higgs field T . Now because of this enforced choice it is then difficult to get a big mass ratio, a big hierarchy, for the two in the atmospheric neutrino oscillation involved neutrino flavours. The model actually only has factors that are of order unity in principle to offer to this mass ratio, but it turns out that indeed the "factorial correction" factors and the way eigenvalues are computed is sufficient to make the sufficiently big mass ratio. One can say that in principle the seemingly hierarchical mass square ratio is indeed not hierarchical, but only some factorial factors etc. in principle of order unity.
Do we disfavour SUSY?
In our model it was all the time the spirit that we did not include supersymmetry. However, at first one may ask if one could not very easily imagine the same model provided with SUSYpartners for all the particles in the model and postulate SUSY. At first it will also be o.k. but there are some problems introduced by such a procedure: For one thing a realistic SUSYmodel would presumably have gravity and super gravity with gravitinos. The latter would get a mass being the geometrical mean of the SUSY-breaking scale and the Planck scale i.e. about 3 × 10 9 GeV. That however would now endanger the philosophy of our model because we get the main contribution to the baryon asymmetry from the decay of the heaviest of the three right-handed neutrinos and that neutrino has in our model a mass of the order of 10 12 GeV, and thus we cannot tolerate an inflation period as will be needed to avoid the gravitinos from surviving into the later times in the cosmological development of the universe. But surviving gravitinos would not be allowed phenomenologically and our interpretation of the mechanism for the baryon asymmetry production could not work and our agreement would be an accident.
In this way supergravity is disfavoured from our model point of view.
There is another way in which SUSY is also disfavoured: One of the predictions of our model is that order of magnitude-wise the up-quark and the electron (as well as with a correction of the order 2 or so the down-quark) have at the fundamental scale the same mass. In the SUSY models this prediction would necessarily be an accident because one in SUSY models one cannot use the same Higgs fields to provided the mass for the electron and for the up-quark. This is one well-known reason why it is needed with two Weinberg-Salam Higgs fields in the SUSY models, another is to cancel anomalies of the Higgsinos. But not only the Weinberg-Salam Higgs would have to be doubled in this way, no, all the Higgs fields introduced into our model and relevant for say the relation between the electron and up-masses, namely W , T , ξ and φ W S must be accompanied by another Higgs field to do their job of mass giving whenever the Hermitian conjugate field was used in the non-SUSY model. Thus taking our explanation for say the electron to up-quark mass ratio as a basically serious one it would be too accidental to have so many Higgs fields have the same expectation value as is needed in the SUSY model. Thus again SUSY is disfavoured because it would deprive us of major predictive power. Also in other cases than the electron to up-quark mass relation we would need the doubling of the Higgses since for instance the mass of the charm-quark is produced by means of W †2 while the dsb-quark masses use W (without dagger).
Correlation of quantum numbers
The success of our model with respect to fitting of the overall suppression scale crudely relative to the fluctuation from matrix element of the matrix elements in the mass matrices also confirmed by the success with baryon asymmetry could a priori be taken to mean that our model should be correct w.r.t. its huge -maximal -number of approximately conserved quantum numbers, but really it is only the roughly speaking independently assigned quantum numbers that count in influencing the suppression checked. By the quantum numbers being independently assigned we here mean that one might be allowed to think of them as having been assigned in a random way independently of each other to the various quark and lepton Weyl components.
It is, however, to be stressed that such an independence is far from true in our Anti-GUT model for a couple of reasons:
1. We have extended into our model the in fact rather remarkable feature of the system of quantum numbers in the Standard Model: Knowing the weak hyper charge y/2 you can always know the non-abelian representation (under SU (2) and SU (3)) according to a rule that may be described by:
(a) the charge quantisation rule: d/2+t/3+y/2 = 0 (mod 1) , where t is the triality of the SU (3) representation, i.e. t = 1 (mod 3) for quarks, t = −1 (mod 3) for anti-quarks, t = 0 (mod 3) for gluons, etc. and d is the "duality" of the SU (2)representation meaning d is even for integer weak isospin and odd for half integer weak isospin.
(b) always take the smallest allowed representation, w.r.t. dimensionality say, for the non-abelian representations.
Partly motivated by the observation [69] that Nature seems to want so much the just mentioned charge quantisation rule to be as complicated as possible that it could be used as a principle telling us what the Standard Model gauge group should be, we postulate in our model the rules (a) and (b) to work for each family of gauge fields and representation assignments separately. Having done that we do not even need to put the non-abelian representations into the table 1 describing our model. It also means that once a chain of Higgs fields have been found providing the right exchange of family specific weak hypercharges the corresponding family specific non-abelian quantum numbers are working with the same Higgs field VEV's. Once we have postulated these rules (a) and (b) we have no further suppression from the non-abelian gauge symmetry, it goes by itself just following the abelian quantum numbers as slaves.
2. Even the family specific U (1) B−L,i quantum numbers are restricted so much by the anomaly cancellation requirement that they also come to follow the weak hypercharges for the different families as slaves. At least we can see that they do indeed follow them systematically from the very definition B − L for a family. You can namely easily give a rule to find the baryon number as well as the lepton number from the y i /2 family specific weak hypercharge quantum numbers.
These relations between the various quantum numbers mean that there are roughly at most the three family specific weak hypercharges to make up the independent quantum numbers. So we can after this not expect the number of effectively independent charges to be more than n = 3. Now actually our model has the field S with almost vacuum expectation value unity in the fundamental units, and that means that actually the gauge group is in reality reduced to one family specific weak hypercharge less. This means that the number of independent charges in our model rather is n = 2, just as the statistical estimates suggested as being the from the statistics of the charged fermion spectra preferred value.
The lesson from these considerations seems to be: Even when one seeks with mild prejudices a model with as many as possible charges of the gauge type acting on the known quarks and leptons, especially the no anomaly constraints make them so correlated that the effective number of independently assigned charges is only about 3, close to the number phenomenologically suggested. So one can hardly get more than that, then correlations come up.
Of course those quantum numbers which follow others as slaves are not really accessible by the mass matrix fitting to phenomenology and there is no evidence supporting their existence even if say our model fits, as it does, perfectly.
Only around two of the family specific weak hypercharges in our model could have any hope of having the support from the successful phenomenology, the rest can only get their support to the extend that they were of some importance in via the anomaly constraints to restrict these family dependent weak hypercharge assignments.
Conclusion
We have presented a model in which it is assumed that:
• An under some condition maximal gauge group: × i=1,2,3 (SM G i × U (1) B−L,i ).
• the set of fermion and scalar fields given by the table.
• All couplings and mass parameters are in fundamental (= Planck) units of order unity, so that only vacuum expectation values are of different order of magnitudes. The order of one couplings can be treated statistically (i.e. as random numbers).
The number of measured quantities which are predictable with our model, quark and charged lepton masses and its mixing angles containing Jarlskog triangle area J CP and also two mass square differences for the neutrino and the three of their mixing angles, is 19. Our model successfully predicted all these quantities using only six parameters 1 : the genuine number of predicted parameters is thus 13. But we have taken into the predictions the quantity tan 2 θ e3 for which CHOOZ has only upper bound.
We have suggested that the well fitting of this model with respect also to the question of the ratio of the spread in the spectrum of either matrix elements or simply masses of the charged quark and leptons relative to the average in a logarithmic way of the Yukawa couplings means that our model should have some truth in it w.r.t. the number of different gauge charges participating effectively in suppressing the mass relative to the weak scale.
Also the fitting of the baryon asymmetry should be a test of the well functioning of the model w.r.t. the general size -logarithmic average say -of the Yukawa couplings and so test also that the number of effectively used charge species is roughly o.k.
Since our model has -if even counting the field S which gives only tiny suppression as though having evidence in our fit for being there -the maximal number of gauge charges, we may take our fit as supporting the thesis that in the true model there shall be many gauge charges! That is to say that the naive looking at the spectrum of quarks and leptons saying that it looks that we need rather many charges to be approximately conserved to explain the at first surprisingly low Yukawa couplings is correct.
However it must be admitted that we have actually starting from a model related in ideas to the present one constructed an example of a model with only two extra U (1) charges [68] relative to the Standard Model. The quantum numbers in this model, however, are quite large and not like in the present model rather small, so the connection to fitting data from the number of charges is not but at best statistical, otherwise models with so different numbers of charges could not as in the example even match precisely in predictions. Really this model is -in first approximation -the present one with the decoration of the quantum numbers that follow the others as slaves thrown away.
Concerning the calculation of the baryon number asymmetry it turned out in our model that the main contribution to the baryon number came from the decay CP violation of the heaviest one of the three see-saw particles because it had
• only little dilution because its life time was very close in magnitude to the Hubble time scale at that time when this see-saw particle went out of equilibrium, while the two lighter see-saw particles decayed faster than their respective Hubble times.
• The middle mass see-saw particle and the heaviest had the same relative CP -asymmetry in their decays, while the lightest had an order of magnitude less.
If we for pedagogical reasons took it that the third (i.e. the heaviest) right-handed neutrino contribution dominated, the picture was simply that the decay products -after some wash out, which, however, due to the separate approximate conservation of three different family specific (B − L)-quantum numbers defined by association with the three right-handed neutrinos was not so tremendous -from this heaviest of the see-saw neutrinos make up the excess of (B − L).
